1. Welcome and housekeeping
2. Introduction of speaker and topic
3. Special topic presentation – "Can you be a QMB if you don’t have Medicare Part A?" – Patricia Nemore (the Center)
4. Q & A – clarifying questions only
5. Part D Annual Enrollment Period Highlights – Kevin Prindiville (NSCLC)
6. Q & A clarifying questions only
7. Searchable data base update
8. Q & A
9. Legislative update (postponed)*
10. Litigation update (postponed)*
11. Wrap-up

*We plan an extra call to discuss these topics for the end of October or early November. We will let you know the date for the extra call shortly.

We ask those calling from the same location to gather around one telephone, if possible. This frees up lines and holds down costs to the Center, as we have to pay for each line used.

The dates for the remaining call in 2009 is December 14. As always, the call will begin promptly at 2 p.m. Eastern Time and last one hour. The Call-in number for the Alliance calls is 1-888-206-2266; pass code: 1050263#.